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Studs with their ‘staches 

Have you noticed a large num-
ber of students have recently 
been sporting some manly 
facial hair in the halls? Are you 
curious as to why? Clearly you 
have been missing out on the 
trend that is sweeping the 
Sutherland halls: “March 
Moustache Madness” or as it 
has been affectionately known 
as: “March Moustache MAN-
ness”. This amazing concept 
has been brought to Suther-
land students’ attention by 
pioneer, Jared James of Grad 
Council.  

Every year Sutherland students look forward to the 
talented Japanese high school band who have made it 
a tradition to visit our city and school each spring. 
Once again, we had the opportunity to enjoy an out-
standing performance by them. Not only did we get 
the chance to listen to their beautiful music, which 
they spend three hours every day practicing, but we 
also got to dance along with the musicians as they 
changed into their colourful costumes and showed off 
their perfectly in-sync dance moves. Afterwards, the 
musicians got the opportunity to explore the school 
and even sit in on a few classes. Way to go! We can’t 
wait to see you next year! 
- Louisa Perro 

Jared was inspired by this concept of MMM and decided to promote this glorious event around 
Sutherland by the use of Facebook and word of mouth. It should be known that MMM is not a 
competition; it’s about uniting students together with moustachey goodness, creating a bond, 
and encouraging students to participate in something together. A Grade 12 student at Suther-
land, Daniel Farhadi, commented about his thoughts on Moustache March and all its madness: 
“Yeah, I love this March moustache madness. All the boys and girls coming together and cele-
brating with dirty bushy hair. It’s great. The bad side to it is it gets pretty itchy at times and the 
stuff I find in my beard can be gross. But it’s the idea that counts. My advice to people who are 
thinking of quitting is to stay strong and condition.” Continued on page  3 
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‘No food!? Are you kidding me? I 
could never do that!’ is what most 
of you are probably thinking right 
now having read a title containing 
the word “famine.” Hopefully, what 
you’ll be pleasantly surprised to 
hear was that it wasn’t that hard 
(for me anyways) and my friends 
noted quite a few times during the 
twenty four hour fast how easy it 
was to just distract yourself from 
the hunger. By distractions I mean, 
guest speakers, a flick (Slum dog 
Millionaire), computers, games 
(hangman and charades being the 
best, of course) and an open gym. 
Not to mention the blaring “P-P-P-
POKER FACE,” coming from the 
speakers in the caf. Fifty students 
took part in the famine and we all 
seemed to be one big happy family, 
for the night anyways. Lots of 
laughs were exchanged: 
“GOODNIGHT EVERYONE!” and 
we even got interviewed by the 
North Shore News. 

Now, if you’re still wondering what a 
famine is: why are you in high school? 
Just kidding, I’ll explain. A famine or 
fast is where you abstain from all food, 
in our case, for twenty four hours we 
received only juice, water, clear tea, 
and one small optional bowl of rice, in 
order to understand what it is like for 
people in third world countries who 
starve every day. We raised pledge 
money from our friends, family, and 
neighbours, which we donated to the 
TRAS (Trans Himalayan AIDS Society) 
who help our sister school (Buddha 
Academy) in Kathmandu, Nepal. The 
speakers and the experience really 
opened all of our eyes to the world 
around us and the harsh reality people 
face in the developing world every day. 
In the morning, we broke our fast with 
all sorts of fruit and baked goods com-
plimentary of Cobs Bread, which was 
ecstatically embraced, (for the record) 
but as I sat there and ate my bagel, 
something occurred to me: kids in Ne-
pal might wake up this morning or 

tomorrow and they won’t get to just 
say “Okay, fast over, let’s eat!” They 
don’t wake up and get to munch on 
bagels and cinnamon buns. The fast is 
only one day for us, but for them, it 
could be a life time. So, I just really 
want to thank everyone that partici-
pated, Ms. Bunbury for organizing the 
fast and the chaperones, because with-
out all of you, this occurrence wouldn’t 
have been possible. I think we all 
learned something during our fast and 
the best part is: we had fun doing it! 
KUDOS! 
- Kaity Colby 

Clean white shirts, shiny blue ties and tons of metallic 
instruments: this is exactly what everyone expected on 
Wednesday, March 4th at the Spring Concert held at 
7:00 pm in the Sutherland Secondary's multi-purpose 
area. 
 
The concert featured over fifteen different pieces 
which satisfied the audience and made every dollar 
they paid for admission worth it. Students, however, 
were able to watch our very own school band groups 
perform for free. The concert was directed by Mrs. 
Workman and featured Mr. Bauman as Master of 
Ceremonies. Also, our very own Mr. Green was spot-
ted watching the concert! Everyone greeted and wel-
comed him gladly! 

Mrs. Workman conducting 
The bands got out and performed incredibly well, especially the  
grade 8s. The senior bands showed off their polished skills by performing smooth and powerful pieces, moods swinging 
from slow and classy, to ones that were fast and exciting. 
Continued on page 4 

“Kids in Nepal might wake up 

this morning or tomorrow and 

they won’t get to just say 

‘Okay, fast over, let’s eat!’” 



Artist Of The Washroom 

“Not only do 

they make you 

look sexy, but 

they separate 

the boys from 

the men.” 
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By the Merriam-Webster 
dictionary definition, a 
moustache is: “The hair 
growing on the human up-
per lip; especially: such hair 
grown and often trimmed in 
a particular style,” but do 
not allow this to limit your 
endless possibilities; just let 
it all out. Any form of facial 
hair is encouraged. Certain 
students have been known 
to criticize the event in gen-
eral, complaining that they 
are unable to grow mous-
taches that do not have 
patches. My response to 
this is - exercise your crea-
tivity! Do not allow simple 
things to get in your way. 
Fake moustaches are also 
acceptable; try drawing on a 
moustache. It is all about 
being immersed in the Suth-
erland culture. It is impor-
tant that you try and partici-
pate especially on March 
31st to see everyone 
rockin’ a snazzy moustache 
or at least a pretty good 
lookin’ fake moustache.  

If you are hesitant due to the fact that the moustache seems to have a history of 
creepiness, you couldn’t be more wrong. Some of the most important political, histori-
cal, and social public figures rock the moustache with pride. Many women find them 
quite desirable. Amber Pattison, grade 12 student, said “Moustaches are great, why 
wouldn't you grow one if you could? Not only do they make you look sexy, but they 
separate the boys from the men.” I personally could not agree more. 
 
In the long run, the goal is turn MMM into a Sutherland tradition allowing all students 
to participate. Remember, the event is not limited to only grads, all students are al-
lowed to participate. Hopefully it will develop into more then just a spirit day and turn 
it into a charitable event in later years. Matthew Hutchinson, grade 12 student, said, “I 
think that it should have been made more into a competition between the guys or a 
thing for charity so that more people would do it.” It is a long term goal that MMM will 
develop into something much more and can become something great, raising money 
for a good cause. 
- Domenico “Dragon Claw” De Santis 
 

What woman would not find this desirable? 

March Moustache Madness Continued 

As I excuse myself from class to go to the washroom, I walk down the halls of our new school, and say to myself how 
lucky we are to be taught in a nice, new, technologically advanced facility. While on my adventure to the washroom, I 
can’t help to think how repulsive the old school washrooms were. I smile and think that we are truly blessed to have a 
clean place to relieve ourselves. Then I actually step in and see that our once bright washroom is now decorated with 
elegant phrases, wonderfully crafted in intricate calligraphy. 
 
This extremely obnoxious attempt at creating havoc for the administrators and janitors is pointless and accomplishes 
nothing. I, personally, like the new school. It is nice, bright, and most importantly CLEAN. Every student, staff member, 
and poor soul that had to step in to that old building would complain about how it was not those three things. Well, 
here we have a brand new school that is clean and is envied by every school in the district and even some surrounding 
districts. My question is why? Why is it that you, whoever you are, find this amusing? Maybe you find that the cheap 
thrill satisfies your addiction for attention. Maybe your friends think it’s cool to write all over the wall. Maybe you think 
you’re a great artist gracing us with your magnificent skill. Well, I’m not going to lie, it’s not that great looking. 
 
Sutherland already has a great rep: we don’t need people who are guests to the school seeing how excited we are that 
we know how to spell a two syllable word in colossal sized letters. 
Continued on page 4 



The bands participated and per-
formed: 
Senior Jazz Band: 
Green Onions (Roy Phillippe) 
Stroh’s Place (Carl Strommen)Count 
Bubba’s Revenge (Ralph Ford) 
Grade 8 Concert Band: 
The Barber of Seville (Mark Williams) 
Weekend in New England (Robert W. 
Lowden) 
The Tempest (Robert W. Smith) 
Senior Concert Band: 
Proud Spirit (James Swearingen) 
When I’m Sixty-Four (Paul Jennings) 
Music from West Side Story (Michael 
Sweeney) 
Junior Jazz Band: 
Burritos To Go (Victor Lopez) 
Hangin’ In (John Edmondson) 
Whole Lotta Shakin’ Goin’ On (Andy 
Clark) 
Senior Tour Concert Band: 
Crown Imperial (Jay Bocook) 
The Genius of Ray Charles (Michael 
Brown) 
MacArthur Park (Jimmy Webb) 

Come Unto Spring Continued 

Artist Of The Washroom Continued 
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“The senior bands showed off 

their polished skills by 

performing smooth and 

powerful pieces” 

During these performances, several 
of our most talented musicians: 
Adam Wawzonek, Josh Bouma, JP 
Marr, Rhys Coulter and Jessica 
Horsnell did excellent solo parts 
which left the crowd cheering and 
hollering as the show went on. 
 
In addition to the bands, seven vocal-
ists (Lauren Knapton, Jayne 
MacKinnon, Katy Ney, Claire Nichol-
son, Nora Cruz, Erin Gordon and 
Sydney Hake) sang, danced and per-
formed live music. 
 
Though the show took place in 
rather small area, over 200 people 
sat in rows of seats and risers and 
some folks were lucky enough to 
watch from the balcony section of 
the multipurpose area. I myself was 
lucky to grab one of the front row 
seats, which really added to my ex-
perience. The transitions between 
bands were done very quickly and 
smoothly and not to mention, the 

coordination and team work was very 
excellent. 
 
Also be noted that from March 16th to 
25th, Mr. Hatekeda and Takanawadai 
music bands are visiting Sutherland from 
Japan! You will have enjoyed their 
school concert by now! 
- Danny Park 

For those who haven’t seen it, 
it is Dogdude, whoever that 
might be, scribbling out his 
name in big letters on the sides 
of the stalls. It’s not thought 
provoking at all, in fact, I’ve 
volunteered in elementary 
school classes where little kids 
have spelled their names out in 
a more dynamic way. Come on, 
Mr. Dogdude if you’re going to 
deface the school, put some 
effort in it, make it look good. 
 
Aesthetics aren't the only con-
cern. Defacing the school only 
means the custodian has to use 
more supplies to clean it off, so 
then the school has to ask for 
more supplies, which the dis-
trict has to pay for and they get 

 their funding from the govern-
ment, and the government gets 
money from us! So really, 
you’re stealing from your own 
parents and everyone else’s 
parents in the school. So you 
think it’s cool to royally bother 
a couple of administrators, but 
really what you're doing affects 
the whole community. 
 
You, the reader, might be 
thinking what a tool for the 
man I must be, writing about 
how it takes money out of my 
parents' already shallow pock-
ets, but you must agree with 
me that this artistic grand-
stander has no purpose other 
than to get a cheap thrill out of 
a pathetic act. 
Continued on page 5 

Another wonderfully talented picture by Dogdude 
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It is not only the mystic marvel’s name written everywhere that bugs me, it is when it escalates and turns into even 
more articulate phrases like F*** Sutherland, a specific religion sucks, and of course, the omnipresent talented stick peo-
ple drawings with more than adequate male and female parts (so adequate in fact, they are bigger than the stick people 
they adorn). To be fair, maybe we can't attribute all the artwork to Dogdude, maybe he has shown other kids that it is 
okay to mar the walls of a public building, which, by the way, is not even funny, or talented; like the two year-old's de-
piction of a dinosaur: is this the best that it gets? 
 
Remarkably, there are some supporters of Mr. Dogdude. I was asked the question, “What happens if I like artwork on 
the walls?” Well, I like artwork on the walls as well, but there are places for it. If you really wanted a splash of colour on 
the walls, why not ask the school for some paintings that are attractive. This repetition of Dogdude’s name is not art, it 
is some boy’s foolish attempt to make his friends happy, or to look dangerous for some girl that won’t care in a couple 
of weeks. I like graffiti, and if this Dogdude had any talent and drew something that was relatively close to graffiti, I 
probably wouldn’t be writing this article. 
 
I am proud to be graduating from Sutherland Secondary and I think there are a lot of people who envy us for going to 
this school; so why are we letting one egotistical teen feed his pride while the rest of us have to pay the price? Stand up 
and be a little protective of our school. There is nothing wrong with that; there are many ways to show school spirit 
and they’re all not nerdy, so have some regard for where you spend most of your life. 
- Charlie Macaulay 

Sappy rhetoric we can believe in 

It’s been almost two months since the inauguration of Barack Obama, 
and I thought this was a great opportunity to briefly talk about what 
his administration has been up to in the past weeks. 
 
Economically, Obama is perceived to be the reform candidate. Fre-
quently during his campaign he stressed the need for significant re-
strictions and regulation of the major banks and financial institutions. 
Clearly, his stance on the matter has changed since the election. He 
stated just last week “free markets are the key to our progress” and 
followed up by saying nothing will be done to “hinder financial institu-
tions.” The Obama administration is obviously taking a few pointers 
from the Federal Reserve regarding the supposed “solution” to the 
country’s economic woes. This doesn’t come as much of a surprise 
considering the current Treasury Secretary, Timothy Giethner, was 
head of the New York fed before being appointed, by Obama, to 
Treasury Secretary. Unlike the banks, the American taxpayers will not 
be receiving a bailout. Instead, they will be the ones to suffer from this 
stimulus package. Many social programs will be cut as the administra-
tion forces the American citizen to accept their supposed 
“responsibility” for the failing economy. 
 

Many politicians and leading economists believe it’s the privately owned, operated, and barely regulated Federal Reserve 
that has contributed to the severity of this financial crisis. 
 
During the election, Obama claimed to be the anti-war candidate. As I stated in my previous article regarding this issue, 
“this is simply not the case.” Obama’s sixteen month Iraq withdrawal plan has already had some significant change made to 
it. It has been pushed back three months, which doesn’t seem like much of a difference but it is not three month exten-
sion that is the problem with the plan.  Continued on page 6 
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“Quit sniping at me you 

derogatory wording 

expletive!” 

The plan calls for all “combat” troops to be out by the nineteen month date. What is not often mentioned is there would 
be 30,000 to 50,000 troops left behind to act as “advisors” to Iraqi security officials. There will also be a large number of 
Intelligence and surveillance specialists remaining behind. Pentagon officials have also talked about how many combat 
troops will be “reassigned” as trainers and counter-terrorism experts. At least it seems there is an attempt (as feeble as 
it is) on the new administration's part in trying to reduce the number of troops in Iraq, but no one can say the same for 
Afghanistan. 
 
Obama’s foreign policy and “Defense” team, headed by Defense secretary, Robert Gates and General Nathan Patrayas, 
both of whom were primarily in charge of the 2007 troop “surge” into Iraq, have new plans for another troop surge, but 
this time not in Iraq. The pentagon already has the plans for sending an additional 17,000 troops into Afghanistan. It 
seems as though the Obama Administration has full intentions of maintaining the Bush policy of apparent permanent oc-
cupation of the Middle East. 
 
There is no doubt that millions of Americans voted for Obama expecting major education reforms, but sadly, these so 
called “reforms” are nothing but a continuation of the disastrous No Child Left Behind Act first introduced by president 
Bush. Obama and his Secretary of Education Arne Duncan have been using public school teachers and school staff mem-
bers as scapegoats, blaming them largely for the education problems in the US. The solution the Administration is offer-
ing is more standardized testing and basing staff wages and school funding on these test results. Obama claims that these 
“performance incentives” would improve student’s education. 
 
On a positive note, Obama has surprisingly taken a more progressive approach by changing a few of the backward poli-
cies that contribute to the disastrous “war on drugs.” On February 15th the president did away with a fourteen year old 
policy on medical marijuana, ending the conflict between state law (many states allowing medical marijuana) and federal 
law (previous position was outlawing pot for medical proposes). 
 
Sadly, it is apparent the “change we can believe in” and “hope” the Democrats promised during the 2008 campaign was 
nothing more than sappy rhetoric designed to once again convince the American public into voting within the false Left-
Right paradigm. The American public need to realize no significant change will ever come about as long as they continue 
to support the two-party system. 
- Spencer Moreau 

Obamanation II 

LAN parties. In this age of technology, 
chances are you’ve heard of them, but 
do you know what they really are? A 
LAN, or Local Area Network party 
usually consists of a gathering where a 
multitude of people bring their com-
puters to a central location, and con-
nect them over a single local area 
network. While this may seem like 
the nerdiest thing alive, it offers a 
chance for people who don’t get out 
very often to leave their mother’s 
basements and socialize with real peo-
ple, or simply for casual gamers to 
meet other people in their community 
with similar interests. 

The purposes can range from gaming 
tournaments to simple social events 
and are often set up in general meet-
ing places or private residences 
(though larger ones are sometimes 
held in convention centers). In addi-
tion to computer gaming, some par-
ties may include console gaming on a 
massive scale, allowing not only the 
computer gamers but the console 
gamers as well to congregate in an 
environment of comeradery and com-
petition. 
 
This feature of LAN parties is empha-
sized by the close proximity to your 
fellow players; allowing for another 

perspective on a particular strategy 
or play as it’s being carried out. 
 
It provides a chance for more tacti-
cal gaming, and it adds the ability to 
celebrate victory as a team. Death-
match based games, on the other 
hand, aren’t as focused on teamplay 
and as such the conversation is usu-
ally watered down to something 
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Not all LAN party-goers are shut-ins. Only some of them... 

“I Don’t Want To Be In The Car Anymore, I Want To Go HOME!”  

The road is rough! 

After travelling over 900 miles to get to California, I am com-
pletely convinced that families should not travel together. It’s 
unnatural, unsafe and unending. My parents are all for road 
trips, every year we seem to make two or three and end up 
having quite the stories to tell afterwards. It’s a way to get 
some adventure out of life, and explore this great big world. 
Because the price of flights these days keep increasing, I do 
have to say that road trips are the way to go, if you’re on a 
budget. However, just because it’s the cheapest way to go 
doesn’t always mean it’s the easiest. 
 
When travelling in a car with your family, it’s not always 
peachy. You might have a great relationship with those of 
your household, but when you’re on the road for over 
twelve hours, in each other’s space, you're going to run into 
some arguments.  

Maybe it's which radio station you’re listening to, the fact that your bladder is going to explode if you don’t pull over, or 
that you just want to go home. Having a sibling in the car adds another factor. You soon begin to wonder if the headache 
you are experiencing is an aneurysm. Soon enough someone will announce that they have to go to the bathroom. It al-
ways seems to be after you’ve stopped, filled the car with gas, re-entered the highway and start to build some speed.  
Then you proceed to yell, “We just stopped! How can you have to go?” He or she sheepishly admit he or she tried, but 
didn’t have to go then, now he or she is desperate.  You suck in your breath and search for the nearest turnoff. Which 
leaves you hopelessly behind schedule. Continued on page 8 

along the lines of “What? How did that kill 
me?” or “Quit sniping me you derogatory word-
ing expletive!” peppered with the occasional 
break to go smack someone else in the head. 

Though the environment may be daunting at 
times, LAN parties are a lot of fun if you like 
video games and aren’t afraid of a little friendly 
competition. Though not for everyone, LAN 
parties aren’t as exclusive as they seem and 
can end up being really enjoyable (even for an 
inexperienced gamer). If you’re considering 
giving it a try, by all means go right ahead. Just 
make sure you bring an extension cord.  
-Jonathan Newton 

“While this may seem like nerdiest 

thing alive, it offers a chance for 

people who don’t get out very often 

to leave their mother’s basements.” 
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Kavan’s Comedy Cabinet 

Almost everybody has experienced that feeling, that sense of craving for a comedy 
movie. However, movie theatres don't always have the ideal comedy. Instead, they 
have 3D children's hits, and also those titles that you have never heard of. Let's face 
it, some of the comedy classics are right there in your own DVD library. Further-
more, for those who desire a comical library, the following will only inform you on 
which funny titles need to be owned by you. 
 
Knocked up: 
Honestly, who doesn't feel entertained while watching stoners stumbling into unex-
pected situations. The main premise, for example is a guy getting a girl pregnant on 
the first night of meeting her. Also, continuous insults to the friend sporting the 
incredibly long beard such as,"Your face looks like Robin Williams knuckles." This 
humorous hit brought to us by Judd Apatow, has many memorable quotes that will 
be references of yours for many years to come. What makes this movie so funny is 
that it is truly the case of Beauty and the Beast gone terribly wrong. 
Funny Quote: "Marriage is like that show Everybody Loves Raymond, but it’s not 
funny. All the problems are the same, but it’s... Instead of all the funny, pithy dia-
logue, everybody’s just really P.O.'d and tense. Marriage is like an unfunny, tense 
version of Everybody Loves Raymond, but it doesn’t last twenty-two minutes. It lasts 
forever." 
 

Before these trips, preparation is essential. It’s nice to sit back and gaze out at the scenery, but after awhile, all the hills, 
cows, and paved roads look the same. To make the trip go faster I suggest bringing something to entertain yourself. Your 
iPod will become your new best friend and your laptop will help you out in severe cases of boredom. Bring a few movies, 
and if you're wanting to stay in the road trip theme, there are plenty of films, but some classics include Thelma and Louise, 
Smokey and the Bandit, Planes, Trains and Automobiles, and my personal favourite, National Lampoon’s Vacation. 
 
Not only did I embark on my adventure with my family, but some close family friends joined us as well. Madison Crea-
more (Gr. 9, Sutherland Student) says, “Road trips have their challenges, but there is a certain pride in enduring them. It’s 
an experience that shows if we can survive this, we can do anything.” Madison knows just what it's like to venture out on 
the road with the family. She has two sisters and one brother and deserves a round of applause for making the same trip 
as me without tearing out anyone’s ligaments. 
 
So there you have it, folks, the family road trip. At the end of the day the destination is always worth it. The car doors 
open, and you all spill out, relieved to be out of the dirty, disorganized, smelly, loud, and claustrophobic confines. The 
road may be bumpy, but the memories last forever. So next time you decide to go on an adventure, forget first class 
seats on a fancy airplane. As Clark Griswold once said, “Getting there is half the fun.” 
- Renessa Busby 

Anchorman The Legend of Ron Burgundy: 
"Ron Burgundy says no!" This is another great classic with the 'round the clock hilarious performance by Will Ferrell in 
arguably his most addicting flick. If there is one person that you wouldn't want to be an obnoxious and inappropriate mor-
tal, it is your news anchor; however, Ron Burgundy is just that. Delivering the news, he manages to keep San Diego 
"classy." However, Burgundy is torn when the very professional and very elegant Veronica Corningstone comes to town 
and becomes Burgundy's co-anchor. He pulls out all the stops, attempting to sweep Corningstone off her feet. From the 
"special cologne" titled "Sex Panther" (illegal in nine countries) to the unthought-of actions of dropkicking a puppy off a 
bridge; This film will remain a favorite for those who watch it.  Continued on page 10 
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Reza Filsoof 

Caitlin, Hannah, Mikayla, Sheliza, Sarah, Hailey 

Adrian, Jared, Reza, Charlie, Meggie, Ryan, Frankie, Lindsay, Katie, 
Amber, Rosa, Steph, Erin, Caitlin 



“These movies will 

have you laughing 

uncontrollably with 

side-stitches (much 

like Mr. D.)” 
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Kavan’s Comedy Cabinet Continued 

Rumour has it, Ron Burgundy will be 
returning to his anchor chair for an 
"Anchorman 2" sequel. 
Funny Quote: " I love scotch. Scotchy, 
scotch, scotch. Here it goes down, 
down into my belly..." 
 
Superbad: 
Another classic from Judd Apatow. This 
was the comedy flick everybody had to 
see in the summer of 2007, but if you 
do not have the DVD, the opportunity 
awaits for you. This comical masterpiece 
is full of awkward moments continuing 
over and over again. Michael Cera and 
Jonah Hill play two teenage friends who 
have seized the opportunity to be the 
life of a grad party as they are responsi-
ble for getting alcohol for the night. 
However, with their unbelievable luck, 
they are forced to make many detours 
along the way; such as going to an adult 
party to create controversy, or getting 
hit by a police car. As well, the side 
story of Fogell or (Mclovin). 
Funny Quote: "I am, Mclovin." 
 
The 40-Year-Old Virgin: 
By now you can figure that Judd Apatow 

is a comical god. This DVD is a must 
own, and will have you laughing from 
beginning to end. For any fans of hit show 
The Office, you will witness Steve Carrell 
at his funniest, as he plays Andy Stitler, an 
average guy, who has yet to experience 
intimacy with a women. Oh, and he hap-
pens to be 40 years old. As his friends 
agonize over his issue, they badger him, 
and advise him on how to hook up with a 
girl. Unusual strategies and techniques 
are presented to him by his friends such 
as the notable hot-waxing Andy's chest 
for a more pleasant appearance. 
Funny Quote: "She's the hottest 
grandma I ever saw." 
 
Billy Madison: 
Now we go way back to one of Adam 
Sandler's first classic movie. That is the 
one and only, Billy Madison. Billy Madison 
believes he has life made as he becomes a 
lazy and obnoxious, beer downing mortal, 
who is the son of the owner of a multi-
million dollar hotel empire. Nevertheless, 
he must go back to school, starting from 
kindergarten all the way to grade 12 to 
inherit his father's fortunes. This DVD, like 
many of Sandler's movies, has a great deal 

of randomness and many memorable quotes. Madison is a prime example of imma-
turity and also a very entertaining individual right from the beginning of this movie. 
He is always up to no good. From either chasing invisible penguins, or humiliating 
young children for their incapability of reading, Billy Madison is always up to his an-
tics. 
Funny Quote (Too many to choose from, so here are many): 
"Chlorophyll? More like BOREophyll!" 
"Shampoo is better. I go on first and clean the hair. Conditioner is better. I leave the 
hair silky and smooth." (Billy Madison talking to himself in his bathtub) 
"Where's my Snack-Pack!" 
 
There are many ways of getting a humorous quote; however, there is no better way 
than watching a DVD. The above mentioned movies are fine examples of that. These 
movies will have you laughing uncontrollably with side-stitches (much like Mr. D.) 

With that said, you know that the 
movie theatre is not always nec-
essary, and you can have just as 
many laughs from a DVD. 
- Kavan Singh 

“Honestly, who doesn't feel 

entertained while watching stoners 

stumbling into unexpected situations?” 
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A.T.V. Junkie’s Guide To Literature 

Mollie drooling over the ever-charming Darcy 

Today, it's easy to pinpoint the driving force 
in our society. It's not an exaggeration to say 
that in our modern times, our lives, opinions, 
attitudes, and actions are almost entirely 
driven, in some way, by television. I am not 
saying I don’t watch television. I’ll admit that I 
drool over the juicy tidbits of Gossip Girl, and 
cry over who gets kicked off So You Think You 
Can Dance just as much as the next person, 
but I still find time for a friend that, by many, 
has been long time forgotten. Of course, with 
all this great television, who has either the 
time, or the desire, to read? Well, did you 
know that the basis of all these shows, and 
our society in general, has been shaped by 
literature? Classic books are not the stuffy, 
boring stories that you think they are! They 
are full of gossip, drama, mystery, action, and 
romance that far surpasses any weak played 
out plots of the T.V. shows of today. Don’t 

believe me? Well I guess the only way to find out is try one for yourself. 
 
So here it is - a T.V. junkie’s guide to literature. Go straight to the source, and read the backbone of the shows you love. 
Just make sure you don’t get so into your book that you miss this week's Lost. 
 
If You LIKE: The drama, luxury, and “OMG” factor of Gossip Girl … 
 
Then You’ll LOVE: Jane Austen’s Pride and Prejudice. Complete with conniving girls, giant houses, promiscuous sisters, 
and a scintillating love triangle, Pride and Prejudice has everything Gossip Girl has and more! The rich, beautiful girls of 19th 
century England will entice your lust for gossip just as much as those beautiful Prada-bag toting girls of the upper east side. 
 
If You LIKE: The brooding, love struck Ryan Attwood of The OC... 
 
Then You’ll LOVE: Heathcliff, from Wuthering Heights, the original brooding heart-throb. An upper-class girl falls head- 
over- heels in love with a poor, unsuitable bad boy. Sound familiar? Full of heartbreaking tragedy, and soap opera like con-
flict, Wuthering Heights shares more in common with The OC than a tendency to kill off main characters. 
 
If You LIKE: The underdog struggle of shows like American Idol, Biggest Loser, and So You Think You Can Dance... 
 
Then You’ll LOVE: Rooting for Eliza Doolittle in George Bernard Shaw’s Pygmalion. This play, written in 1913, is a story 
of self discovery, and overcoming obstacles. Did you adore watching Kelly Clarkson, with the assistance of seething Simon 
Cowell, turn from small town girl next door to rock diva? If so, you won’t be able to put this play down, as Eliza grows, 
against all odds, from a Cockney flower girl to a beautiful refined woman, all the way helped by the rather Simon-like 
Henry Higgins. 
 
If You LIKE: Piecing together clues on CSI and Law and Order... 
 
Then You’ll LOVE: Any of the four novels, and fifty six short stories about Sir Arthur Conan Doyle’s infamous charac-
ter, Sherlock Holmes. Impressed by Grissom and Horatio’s keen observation skills? Those two can’t hold a candle to 
Holmes, and his ability to solve any crime using only his intuition, intellect, reasoning, and impressive attention to detail; 
no fingerprint data bases or DNA testing to help him out. Continued on page 12 
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If You LIKE: The action, adventure, and struggle for survival on Lost ... 
 
Then You’ll LOVE: Robinson Crusoe, by Daniel Defoe. Similar to the stranded flight survivors, Crusoe is shipwrecked 
on an island, where he learns to survive alone in nature. However, “The Others” will seem harmless when you read of 
the cannibals and mutineers Crusoe encounters on his mysterious island. Another plus side? If you forget to read for a 
week, you won’t return to the story with absolutely no idea what’s going on. 
 
So why not pick up one of these books? What is the worst that could happen? You could improve your mind, find 
something you love, and become a more well read and intelligent person in general. I think it’s worth the risk. And, if 
you do end up entirely engrossed in your new novel, well, you can always catch up on missed episodes of Lost online. 
- Erin Willetts 

What’s Up With Reality? 

Ms. Buchanan is striking a pose, do 
the words next top model come to 

mind? 

The ratings, the new shows, and a new season, in a word: spring. It is a time 
when we can get away from the snow; go on a one week vacation or stay at 
home watching reality show marathons. But for those who haven’t noticed this 
yet, run home as soon as the school day is finished, get comfy on the couch, and 
turn on that television because I have tons that I need to show you, better yet I’ll 
tell you right now. 
 
Currently, there are a variety of shows to watch like Howie Do It, sounds familiar? 
You probably guessed that it is a reality show featuring Canadian TV host, Howie 
Mandel, who disrupts peoples’ lives with panic and frustration only to realize that 
it was all a prank...on national television. Also, Howie can be seen wearing a tou-
pee on top of his shiny bald head. 
 
One show we can not leave out is America’s Next Top Model in which the former 
model, beautiful talk show host, and now judge, Tyra Banks tests the potential of 
contending young female models by seeing if they can strut what they’ve got: 

beauty, talent, charisma and confidence. If you believe that you have all of these qualities and more, then why not audition 
for Canada’s Next Top Model “Cycle 3” that will be on CTV© soon? Watch it on May 18th. 
 
Then we have dance shows such as America’s Best Dance Crew (ABDC), Dancing with the Stars and So You Think You Can 
Dance. Grade 12 student, Majid says, “I like watching [So You Think You Can Dance] because the dancers are given such a 
short amount of time to perfect certain routines, and I like listening to the judges being completely honest about it.” One 
thing he particularly liked is “If it sucks, they’ll straight up say it sucks [Judges commenting on dancing].” He must be a big 
fan of Judge and Producer, Nigel Lythgoe, who is never afraid to speak his mind. Speaking of Mr. Lythgoe, there is rumor 
that he is producing another reality show that will be like a world Olympics of dancing: Dance Stars of the World is the 
supposed title of the show in which he will search around the world for the best dancers of each country. Now let’s see 
who will represent Canada, those Americans are going down! 
 
For the future businessmen or business women in Sutherland, you may prefer a more educational show that can prepare 
you for what is in store, like The Celebrity Apprentice. Entrepreneur, Donald Trump has done it again with another season 
of the TV show featuring stars such as comedian, Tom Green, mother-daughter tag team, Joan and Melissa Rivers, for-
mer basketball star, Dennis Rodman. These stars complete business tasks from creating a cupcake business to forming 
their own company; then they are judged based on what Donald thinks would work best. “I just happened to see the 
show and I could not change the channel, I was practically yelling at the TV, DON’T FIRE TOM!” said student teacher, 

Continued on page 13 
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Mr. Chiarenza after anxiously watching to see if Tom Green would get the “You’re FIRED!” from The Donald. On the 
positive side, celebrities raise money for their charities, so it’s all for a good cause. 
 
There are more reality shows on TV than chefs in Hell's Kitchen. Said show is a competitive cooking show created by 
potty-mouth world-class chef, Gordon Ramsey, who brings intensity to the kitchen with his foul language and overall in-
sanity. His poor cooks vie for chance to be the head chef at a famous high-class restaurant and make lots of money. 

 
But if earning your money is not your 
cup of tea, shows like the Bachelor,  
which apparently had a “shocking twist.” 
Bachelor hottie, Jason Mesnick chose 
the Dallas, Texas native, Melissa Rycroft 
only to change his decision after the 
whole “Final Rose Ceremony” and try 
to win back the heart of the one he 
dumped, Molly Malaney, the Minnesota 
native. Is there such thing as a reality 

MTV Canada is where the hot reality is showing right now with Paris Hilton’s My British Best Friend. As if Ms. Hilton is not 
satisfied with a best friend forever (BFF), she flies out to London to find a British BFF too! I wonder if she wants a Cana-
dian best friend. But let’s get back to The Real World – Brooklyn. This time the producers of the show are keeping it fresh 
with a new season and new cast all in a different city, Brooklyn, New York. 
 
Not to be outdone, The Girls of Hedsor Hall has become a favourite show for many students like Grade 11 Salemah Shid-
ian. “It actually shows how being a lady and knowing your manners is important in life, and drinking every day and club-
bing won’t get you anywhere.” Watching a reality show about twelve misbehaving girls being sent away to England to 
learn proper etiquette and transform into sophisticated young ladies sounds like a good punishment in my opinion. “It is 
also very dramatic and funny to watch because those girls have no lives, but it’s good that they’re willing to change…for 
money.” 
 
The students of Sutherland are advocates of gender equity and are equally addicted to From G’s to Gents (the “G” refers 
to a Gangster). This show could actually be successful with their goal of taking young men who are on the streets hus-
tling to make a dollar, and turning them into the gentlemen that any lady would want to be with. This, of course, is due 
to the help of executive producer, Jamie Foxx, and Diddy’s personal assistant, Fonsworth Bentley who I think is the most 
stylish man I have seen on television. “It’s a good show to watch,” says Alicia Revi. It may appear that this show is only 
for females, but we all know you young men at Sutherland want to show the ladies how much of a gentleman you can be, 
so watch From G’s to Gents and make sure you take notes.  
 
Who knew that when we sat down and watched the first Survivor or The Amazing Race in 2000 that we would be com-
pletely bombarded with all these ridiculous amount of reality shows nine years later. They are the foundation for most of 
the reality we have today. Continued on page 14 

Who does it best, Benoy or Donald? 

soap opera? “It’s the best romantic 
show on TV,” said Matt DeFaveri. If you 
prefer a local twist, the next Bachelo-
rette, Jillian Harris, is making history by 
being the first Canadian on this show. 
Did you know that she’s also from Van-
couver? The producers chose her be-
cause of the whole girl next door per-
sonality she has going on. 
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Historical, Skeptical, And Identical For Your Future 

Hey, Sutherland! You can enjoy the prosperity of seeking out some work experience opportunities. Make sure you take 
a look at this. I know you generally want a lot of work and volunteer hours, but don’t be depressed about the lack of 
work and volunteer hours. Push yourself hard and volunteer! 
 
Firstly, there is a political opportunity which is not going to be boring at all. Attend the Liberal Party of Canada’s 2009 
Leadership and Biennial Convention. This convention is meant to reinvigorate the party which is still developing. It takes 
place from April 29th – May 3rd. Keep this in mind! Social-phobic people, avoid this opportunity! This Convention does-
n’t want any cowards. You will be on the floor and be included as one of the greatest Canadians, such as Justin Trudeau, 
Jean Chretien, Paul Martin, Bob Rae, Carolyn Bennett, and Martha Hall Findlay. This chance would require you to apply, 
write a one-page essay explaining why you would like to be a part of this historic event. The application is available for 
those 14 years of age or older. See this link, http://www.liberal.ca/vancouver_e.aspx if you want more information. Also, 
you can get in touch with Adam Miron, national director. (613) 327-8229 
 
Would you like to be a ‘Soldier for a Day’? Sure, why not? The Canadian Forces Army Reserve in BC offers you a fabulous 
8-hour-work study program, at Seaforth Armoury, 1650 Burrard St. Participate in marching, camouflage, and getting the 
know-how to prepare and eat an Army field ration. Have you talked to the soldiers that have been on operations in Bos-
nia and Afghanistan? I’m sure that this would be one of the most amazing occasions in your entire life. To apply for this 
program, hand-in your completed application form to your school counseling office before March 27th, 2009. The sched-
ule for this program may be set for April 4th, 2009 
(8:30am to 4:30pm). 
 
Moreover, I recommend you ‘ENERGY AMBASSADORS 
PROGRAM’, from BChydro. This program offers educa-
tion in sustainability awareness: action and leadership to 
develop and deliver campaigns to encourage other stu-
dents to preserve energy. Students are able to meet 
Grad Transitions requirements while helping to improve 
energy efficiency! Therefore, if you have any questions or 
concerns about this program, call 604) 736-7424 or e-
mail laura.darch@bchydro.com 
 
You don’t have an extra time for playing anymore, boys 
and girls! Although Grade 8 and 9 depends on how many 
assignments they get, they are required to take responsi-
bility to fulfill their own work and volunteer hours. Stu-
dents can experience politics, be a soldier for 8 hours, or 
find out how to save the energy. Let’s try to fill up 100 
volunteer hours, Sutherland! 
- Kelly Lee 

Invest your time to getting volunteer hours rather than 
visiting Robson St. 

All of those crazy inspirations producers come with bring thrill to our lives. 
So to answer the question, “What’s up with reality?” more thoroughly is eve-
rything you can think of that may seem comical, interesting, or down right 
stupid; that’s what reality is all about. What’s so good about reality you say? If 
anything bad happens, you can laugh and say at least it wasn’t you.  
- Shanika Small 

Shanika, tired from all her TV watching 

http://www.liberal.ca/vancouver_e.aspx�
mailto:laura.darch@bchydro.com�
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My Time With Avoiding Jamie 
Those familiar with the Sydney Hake and 
Erin Gordon know that these two talented 
individuals from Sutherland have created an 
exclusive blend of soulful, acoustic, melodic 
tones. With Sydney on guitar and vocals, and 
Erin on piano and vocals, the pair has been 
launching their own alternative sound since 
grade 9. “We started playing together at a 
party at my house. I was playing piano while 
Syd was strumming her guitar.” Erin dis-
closes. “We just started jamming and writing 
songs together.” 
 
However, Erin is quick to insist that there 
was never a decision to establish a band. 
Speaking frankly, Sydney adds, “we’re still 
not really a band, we just needed a name for 
myspace. We’re like a band, just without a 
drummer. If any drummers are interested, 
give us a call.” 

 
Motivated by other musicians and simply listening to music inspires Syd to write. “It gets me really stoked. It’s such a big 
influence to my mood. Listening to other music is so inspiring. It lets you share your feelings.” In fact, she credits Erin for her 
incentive to create music. “Erin was actually my first inspiration to write songs, she was the one that kind of gave me a kick 
in the butt.” 
 
Erin is inspired by her surroundings, noting that her father was initially involved in the song writing process. “I get inspired 
by everything, I can just be in a moment and I could feel like I could make a cool song, tell a story with my songs. I wrote my 
first song with my dad, and he always inspired me to write songs.” 
 
Avoiding Jamie has certainly evolved since the band's beginnings. According to Erin, “It's become more personal since when 
we first started playing. At first it was just us singing. Sydney says, “We’ve definitely gotten better and we’ve performed since 
our beginnings.” 
 
Both girls contribute frequently to the song writing process. “Pretty much Erin writes some stuff and we’re like, sweet that’s 
rad. If she’s stuck on a part, I’ll help her through it. Or we’ll just feel like writing a song and we’ll write it together.” Sydney 
includes, “We have written 12 songs, and have four on Myspace.” “It takes us way too long to record them” she pauses and 
says to Erin, “We have to get on that.” 
 
Concerts prompt the girls to write songs as well. “The first I went to was Coldplay in grade eight, which was one of my fa-
vorite concerts,” Erin remembers. Their musical tastes have evidently changed throughout the years. “The first concert I 
went to was Anti Flag and Billy Talent. But the last concert I went to was Radiohead with Erin,” reveals Sydney. 
 
Particularly inspired by Coldplay, Erin reveals that X and Y was the first CD she’d ever purchased on her own. “I just love 
their musicality and their tone,” she admits that in truth, the first CD she possessed was far from the serene echoes of Cold 
Play. “I got an Ace of Base CD as a gift which is pretty embarrassing,” she divulges grinning. 
 
Despite the fact that the girls are passionate about today’s music, they would love to experience living in a different era of 
music. “I would live in the sick 50’s and 60’s.” Sydney declares mentioning the artist Sam Cooke as one of her favorites. 
“The transition between the 70’s and 80’s would be cool. The disco era was so much fun,” Erin says. Continued on page 16 

Check out Avoiding Jamie’s Myspace page: 
http://profile.myspace.com/index.cfm?fuseaction=user.viewprofile&friendid=305747147 
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Photographers Of The Month: Amber Pattison And Meggie Mcdonough  

“I do embarrassing stuff all the time; I’ve 

just learned to live with it.” 

For the most part, the girls have similar tastes in music. Sydney professes that either John Mayer of Dave Grohl would be 
her musical soul mates. Additionally, she reveals that the first song that she was completely obsessed with was by Cold-
play’s, "See You Soon.” "That will always be one of my favorite songs. Either that or Bon Iver’s ‘Wolves’.” Erin’s beloved 
song is "Hotel California." “It’s my favorite song of all time,” she adds smiling, “It’s my Dad’s song. I also love anything 
from Super Tramp's album, Breakfast in America.” 
 
According to Sydney, the girls thought of a name simply because they needed a name for myspace. “We didn’t start 
thinking of name because it was just us jamming; but as soon as we started recording, we figured we needed a name for 
our myspace page and we didn’t want to say Syd and Erin because that’s lame.” 
 
Aptly named, Avoiding Jamie has a story behind it. “My brother’s name is Jamie and he still lives in home with us, and he 
hates when we play music because it goes through the house.” Erin explains. “We always hear knocks or he’ll turn his 
music up louder and oddly Erin’s piano is louder. One day I was like hey, Eureka!” Syd adds. 
 
Currently the girls are in the process of recording songs and are interested in performing.” We’ve already written 12 
songs, but only four of them are on myspace. When we’re writing we’re never really half way through a song, we usually 
finish when we start. We’d love to do some shows, and we’re totally open to performing.” Sydney says brightly. With 
harmonious tunes like “Sin Sister” and “Take my Hand,” Avoiding Jamie has most of the grade 12 population waiting to 
hear what else is in the works. 
 
In the end, the pair plays music essentially, because their passionate about it. “It’s because we’re rock stars,” Sydney 
jokes, “no, because it’s great fun.” Erin notes, “We love it.” Avoiding Jamie’s facility for sincere, heartening alternative 
rock in the Coldplay mode is brilliant. 
 
Keep your eye out for Sydney and Erin because - who knows- there could be a couple of rock stars in the midst of our 
Sutherland halls. 
- Mikayla Mylett 

With all of these creative artists we have in our school, 
the photographers are sometimes forgotten about and 
go unnoticed. However, they make up a big part of Suth-
erland's art department with their darkroom, self-
developed photos as well as digital. We chose to put a 
spotlight on two of our grade twelve photography stu-
dents, Amber Pattison and Meggie Mcdonough, who are 
currently taking year 3, Directed Studies in photography, 
Sutherland's most advanced photo class. I decided to 
scope them out in the hallway to see if I could learn 
more about them.  
 
Julie: Why did you decide to take photography in grade 10? 
AP: I thought learning to develop my own film would be 
cool and I didn’t want to take art again. 
MM: I've always been interested in photography in gen-
eral and learning how to develop film, and I wanted to 
give it a shot. 
 
Julie: Do you prefer darkroom photography or digital? 
Continued on page 17 
 

Meggie and Amber goofing around 
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Photographers Of The Month: Amber Pattison And Meggie Mcdonough  Continued 

AP: They both have pros and cons. Developing your own film is exciting 
and rewarding, but digital is instant which makes it easier to get the shot 
you want. 
MM: There are definitely perks to both. I love having the freedom to do 
what I want when developing film in the darkroom, but digital you know 
right away if the picture worked out the way you wanted or not. 
 
Julie: What has been your favourite photo that you've ever taken? 
AP: That’s tough… Maybe something from New York, which is such an 
easy place to take a great picture, or something from one of the concerts 
I’ve been to. 
MM: Not sure, probably one I took when doing the "human expression" 
assignment in grade 11. There was a couple I shot of my friends genuinely 
laughing and because of how honest and natural it was, they turned out 
really well. 

 
Julie: What is a quote that you can relate to yourself? 
AP: “D’oh!” – Homer Simpson 
MM: "Shoe shoes o-m-g shoes." 
 
Julie: What's your most embarrassing moment? 
AP: I’m trying to think of a time where I might have farted when it was really quiet during a test or something, but I can’t 
think of anything. I do embarrassing stuff all the time; I’ve just learned to live with it. (Except fart when it was quiet, I 
don’t think I’ve ever actually done that.) 
MM: Every day of my life I do something embarrassing. (Laughs) 
 
Julie: Have you ever considered following a career in the photography industry? 
AP: I think it would be awesome to get to travel the world and just take pictures of stuff but you need to have talent and 
skill in order to make money for it. 
MM: I think of it more as something to do for fun, I don't really think I have what it takes to make a living off of it, I'd 
probably need at least one other job on the side. 
 
Julie: Who do you look up to as an artist or photographer and why? 
AP: William Wegman. He takes pictures of dogs. They’re really cool. 
MM: Amber Pattison, just magic. 
 
Julie: What is your favourite thing to take pictures of? 
AP: My friends, concerts, and people in general, I guess. 
MM: People, places, architecture, anything that catches my eye really. 
 
Julie: What makes your photo style unique from other people? 
AP: I’m not sure… I guess that I don’t always look too hard for things to photograph; I just like to point and shoot, and 
be surprised by what happens. I’m sure I’m not the only one though. 
MM: Hmmm, I am very "trial and error" with photography, and I like just getting out there right away and learning as I 
go. 
 
Julie: If you could travel anywhere in the world, where would it be and why? 
AP: Australia. Have you heard those boys talk? 
MM: Europe, hmm…even New York again! 
 
Julie: If you could be anybody for one day, who would it be and why? 
Continued on page 18 

Amber and Meggie all dressed up 
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I Feel So Hounded! 

AP: Cupid, then I’d shoot Emile Hirsch with an arrow and make him fall in love with me. The real me though, not the cupid 
me. 
MM: Emile is mine, Amber, back off. 
 
Julie: What are your bad habits? 
AP: Procrastinating, being late, buying shoes. 
MM: NOT GETTING MY L, putting everything off to the last minute, spending money!! 
 
Julie: What is your deepest, darkest secret? 
AP: I have a twelfth toe…not an eleventh, just a twelfth. Just kidding. Even though I’m sure everyone would love to know, it’s 
just not going to happen, SORRY. 
MM: If I told you then it wouldn't be a secret anymore! 
 
Julie: What grinds your gears? 
AP: How there hasn’t been a new Gossip Girl on in so long. WHAT’S GOING ON?! Also, when people use up the toilet 
paper and leave the empty roll on the thing, I HATE that. 
MM: Going to a 14A movie and still getting asked for ID. 
 
So there we have it, a look into the lives of our two top photography students. Sutherland’s photography teacher, Mrs. 
Noack, shared a memory of when Amber presented a project on Martha Rosler in front of her class and a student teacher. 
The student teacher was astonished at how charged up she was. “That was amazing, I learned so much!” she said. Mrs. Noack 
also says “Meggie has a delightful and positive attitude and she puts a positive spin on everything!” She expects great things 
from both of them and hopes they will enter the “Hang-ups and Hang-outs” photo competition, in which contestants must 
submit three thought-provoking photos. It was a great pleasure and a lot of fun getting a chance to interview  these talented 
and creative young ladies. It is easy to see their love and passion for photography, and they’d both recommend the class to 
any juniors debating on whether to take it. 
- Julie Van Leeuwen 

Nothing stops this superstar! 

Upon being asked to submit himself to the public 
humiliation that comes with being in the school 
newspaper, Darren Kerr, grade 10 Irish Dancer, 
had this to say: "Before I answer your questions I 
would just like to take this opportunity to thank 
you for letting me be in the school newspaper. I 
feel so hounded!" 
 
What's it like living with Cystic Fibrosis? 
Living with Cystic Fibrosis can suck at certain 
points in time. I have to take a lot of pills - up to 
50 a day! I also have to wake up really early 
every school morning to do treatment and I need 
to do treatment twice a day which is rather time-
consuming. Sometimes, if I get sick enough, I 

need to stay in the hospital for two weeks at a time, which is a drag because I am away from all my friends, and I can't go to 
school! A good thing about going to the hospital is all of the nurses are so nice! They let me stay up so late and we have 
lots of fun. 
Continued on page 19 
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I Feel So Hounded! Continued 

What is it? 
Well Cystic Fibrosis is the most common fatal inherited disease affecting young Canadians. Cystic Fibrosis causes build-up 
of thick mucus in the lungs leading to severe respiratory problems (that is why I do treatment, to loosen the mucus). Mean-
while, mucus and protein build-up in the digestive tract results in extreme difficulty in digesting and absorbing adequate 
nutrients from food, so I need to take in about 50% more calories per day than the average teenager.  Some of the pills I 
take are to allow me to digest my food. Because I need extra calories, I get to eat whatever I want - high fat, high salt, high 
protein. I have the dream diet! 
 
How does it affect your family? Your lifestyle? 
It affects my family because my mom and dad have always had to monitor (or when I was little, do!), my treatment and they 
also have to prepare my meds. I have quite a schedule of medicines and times to take them! It's not so bad now, but when I 
was little, sometimes we couldn't go out and do certain things because of my schedule. Also, I think it may have affected my 
brother somewhat because my parents had to give me lots of attention and sometimes he may have felt left out. 
 
Are people supportive? 
Yes. All my friends and family are very supportive. When I have been in the hospital my friends and family come to visit me. 
Whenever I am around my friends, before I eat they always ask me, " Darren, did you take your pills?" 
 
Why did you choose to go into Irish Dance? Where did you first hear of it? 
I choose to go into Irish Dancing because I saw a show called River dance on television and I thought it would be a cool 
idea to try it out. It is also a really good activity to do because of my Cystic Fibrosis because all the jumping up and down 
helps me clear my lungs of mucus. 
 
When did you start? 
I started dancing when I was 8 years old. 
 
Why were you on crutches for so much of the first semester? 
I was on crutches first semester because I fractured my ANKLE while Irish Dancing. It really hurt! 
 
How did it affect your dancing? 
Well I couldn't dance for a while and I really wanted to get back into it. It was so hard to watch my friends dance and me 
not get to join in with them. Before I got into dancing again I had to go to physio to start strengthening my ankle again. 
Once I got back to dance class, my ankle started hurting a lot. It still does to this day but it's getting better day by day. 
 
What do you do in your spare time? 
I [go on] Facebook, MSN, play my XBOX 360 and hang with friends. 
 
Any plans for after high school? 
No. Not really. I am thinking of becoming an Irish Dance teacher but other than that, I really don't know. 
 
Would you rather dance, or play in band? 
Ohhhhhhh!!!! That is a very hard decision. I love playing the flute. I love my teacher as well, Mrs. Workman. I also love to 
dance a lot. I think it will have to be a tie. I can't choose between two amazinglyfantsticollio things! 
 
Do you believe in aliens? 
No, but I do believe in leprechauns! 
 
Who do you look up to? 
I look up to my mom! 
 
There you have it, Darren Kerr, the man that we so often see roaming the halls, sitting in the multipurpose area before 
classes begin, and limping around the school. He is proud of who he is, and stays so incredibly optimistic throughout his 
interesting life. 
- Jasmine Kirk 



Bigga Than Ben: “A Russian’s Guide To Ripping Off London” 

I was definitely not stalking rising star Ben Barnes 
(also known as Prince Caspian) on the internet 
and peeking at the photos of his half naked body 
when I stumbled upon the movie, Bigga Than Ben. 
The movie had enough humour, angst and drama 
and overall I enjoyed it. "Some people might think 
it's a guy's movie, but not people who like cute 
Russian boys, like me," says grade 12 student, 
Miriam Sabzevari. Yes, the movie indeed had 
enough heat to make some good beef strogan-
off. I also felt the story gave me some insight 
on how the lives of foreigners can be difficult 
to go from nothing, to hopefully something, 
and depending on the actions that Spiker and Cobakka took, it can show the test of life and 
friendship between them. 
 
Now don’t get too excited and compare this movie to Mary-Kate and Ashley Olsen’s New York 
Minute like some people, Shanika (a grade 12 student)! Although Spiker and Cobakka are trying 
to achieve their goals in a new country, like the Olsen twins try to in a new city, the hardships 
in Bigga Than Ben are a bit more hard core than in New York Minute’s bubble gum plot. 
 
Narrowly escaping conscription from the Russian military, Spiker- a likeable funny guy- and Co-
bakka- an intelligent and naïve man who dreams of forming his own band- flee from their coun-
try to live in “the place of Shakespeare, Sherlock Holmes, and the Yellow Submarine,” other-
wise known as London, England. Upon arrival, they neglect their choice of accommodations to 
either live in an apartment filled with Bolsheviks or in a shack behind an apartment building. 
Being in a new country, and having no idea how to reach their goals successfully, Spiker and 
Cobakka are desperate to find good fortune. Their search for quick cash, though, eventually 
gets them into trouble. Based on the diaries of Sergie Sakin and Pavel Tetersky, this true, inspi-
rational story was written, directed, and produced by Suzie Halewood. 
 
Spiker, played by Russian heartthrob Andrei Chadov, had it all before he left to seek riches so 
he could marry the girl of his dreams and have a place to stay, but all becomes dark. With the 
long- distance relationship they have, the girlfriend seeks solitude in another man. The thought 
of her being the only thing he had to look forward to fades away, and Spiker seeks refuge in 
abusing himself through drugs. 
 
Cobakka, played by Ben Barnes, has gone from the fairy tale land of Narnia to this unclean, In-
die film in the slums of London. Cobakka has the brains to lead a better life than his friend, Spi-
ker. He sees that the drinking, drugs, and criminal behaviour can only make him suffer more. In 
one of the scenes, Cobakka steals from a grocery store just like any other day, but when he 
gets caught, the owner shows sympathy saying he, too, was desperate once and lets him take 
the stuff he stole, Cobakka, realizing his mistake, eventually pays back the owner as a thank you. 
This act shows that Cobakka wants to have a chance to make things right in his life. 
 
For a low budget film, it had a dynamic use of locations in London. Because of the ton of hu-
mour and sass, the crazy Indian landlord, and Artash’s Easy Instructional Clip of Preparing Your 
Own Crack, led me to forget the annoying limited use of camera angles. Their choice of the 
unkempt urban setting had great reflection on the characters and the life they led in this film. 
Bigga Than Ben is a must see in my opinion; give it a try, maybe you’ll learn how to rip off Lon-
don as well. 
-Alicia Prasad 
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